
Exclusive treatment range

Instant, permanent results

VTCT recommended system

Treats all areas

Suitable for light & dark skin

Multiple ways to achieve incredible results...

Non-invasively break down fat cells and 
tighten loose or uneven skin to create a 
more slender and toned appearance.

Stimulate natural collagen production 
for even firmer, younger looking skin.

Reduce and remove the appearance of 
unsightly stretch marks with advanced 
skin regeneration treatments.

Effectively target inks of all colours to 
permanently remove unwanted tattoos.

Quickly and comfortably remove 
unwanted hair from all areas of the face 
and body.



£190 / hr
average hourly rate

30 mins
time the treatment takes

£95.00
for an average treatment

Six interchangeable hand pieces

Fast, effective and painless treatments

High earning potential and swift ROI

Cellulite Reduction  |  Skin Tightening
Fat Reduction  |  Body Contouring

MONOPOLAR RF

Tattoo Removal  |  Epidermal Pigmentation 
SPMU Removal  |  Carbon Facial Rejuvenation

Fungal Nail

Q-SWITCHED ND:YAG 
LASER 1064/532NM

Hair Removal  |  Skin Rejuvenation
Vascular Therapy  |  Thread Vein Removal

Leg Veins

LONG PULSE ND:YAG 
LASER 1064NM

Wrinkle Reduction  |  Skin Tightening
Pore Reduction  |  Skin Lifting

BIPOLAR RF

Wrinkle Reduction  |  Fractional Resurfacing
Stretch Mark Reduction  |  Scar Reduction
Acne Scarring

FRACTIONAL ERBIUM
LASER 1540NM

Hair Removal  |  SHR  |  Skin Rejuvenation
Vascular Therapy  |  Epidermal Pigmentation
Acne Therapy  |  SSR

IPL 
with SHR & SSR

Build your Biocare-one system as your business grows, 
adding new hand pieces to offer exciting new treatments 
when you are ready. Save money and valuable clinic 
space by having one advanced platform device that does 
it all.

- OMNI Academy of Aesthetics

        The Biocare-one is incredibly powerful, 
very affordable and the Skyncare team are 
truly fantastic and go above and beyond to 
support you.



* Subject to contract terms.

Skyncare is a proud partner and recommended laser 

technology supplier of VTCT – the UK’s leading awarding 

body for beauty therapy qualifications.

V T C T  R E C O M M E N D E D

LPA
SUPPORT

From councils to insurance, our From councils to insurance, our 

certified Laser Protection Advisor 

takes care of all your laser safety 

protocols and documents to 

ensure you’re safe and compliant.

SOCIAL MEDIA
SUPPORT

Learn the tools, tips and Learn the tools, tips and 

analytics to stimulate interest 

and engage your social media 

following to drive more clients to 

your business.

MEMBERS
AREA

Access a regularly updated 

catalogue of useful treatment 

resources and videos in our 

exclusive online members area.

TECHNICAL
SUPPORT

Dedicated and friendly, UK based 

technical support that includes a 

free replacment device if ever an 

off-site repair is required.*

CONSULTATION
FORMS

Beautifully designed, indepth, 

professional consultation forms 

and treatment advice sheets to 

give to your clients.

MARKETING
MATERIALS

Eye-catching banners, posters 

and socail media posts designed 

to spark client interest and 

generate new enquiries.

PRODUCT
TRAINING

All our training is fully All our training is fully 

accredited, and is delivered by 

our product specialists at your 

location - for your comfort and 

convenience.

MARKETING
SUPPORT

Expert guidance on how to Expert guidance on how to 

introduce your new treatments to 

your business and get instant 

interest from new and exisiting 

clients.

2 YEAR
WARRANTY

We stand by the quality of our We stand by the quality of our 

technology with a full 2 year 

warranty, giving you peace of 

mind so you can focus on the 

important things.

We have designed and developed our product packages with a customer-focused approach to 

ensure you have everything you need to start offering exciting new treatments to your clients 

from day one.



I always hated the amount of time I 
wasted on social media, but since 
joining the Academy, my followers 
& engagement have skyrocketed!

The Skyncare team are extremely 
helpful and knowledgable. Nothing 
is too much trouble for them when 

I need extra help or advice.

The training I received was 
exceptional and Skyncare 
delivered the machine and 

training to my salon.

I got so much interest from my 
pre-launch posts, I had a wait list 

for patch tests that made my 
launch event so successful!

When you choose Skyncare, you choose more than just market-leading technology. You get training 
from industry experts, on-going technical support, advanced marketing and a company that wants to 

ensure your business succeeds and stands out from the crowd.



*All prices shown are subject to VAT. 
Monthly costs over 3,4 and 5 years based on leasing agreement for business trading over 3 years.

Finance available subject to status. Terms and conditions apply.

Prices for Biocare-one standard package with IPL/SHR hand piece. Additional hand pieces are optional.

£160

£85

£90

TREATMENT AREA PRICE PER SESSION MONTHLY REVENUE

TOTAL

5 Years

4 Years

3 Years

2 Years

1 Year

FINANCE TERM DEPOSIT* MONTHLY COST*


